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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW BEHAVIORAL ASSAY
FOR JUVENILE BERGHIA STEPHANIEAE
1 SEPTEMBER 2021
KELLY ELIZABETH FISCHER, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Dr. Paul S. Katz
Developing robust behavioral assays to study olfactory-driven behaviors
allows for greater insight into the neural mechanisms behind them. Oftentimes,
olfactory behavioral assays require a two-choice design, consistent variables, and
controlled stimulus application. This can be challenging when working with marine
dwelling organisms such as nudibranchs. Extensive work shows the importance of
olfaction in both pre-metamorphic larval development and adult stage nudibranchs
(Gastropoda, Mollusca). However, there is little research investigating how olfaction
plays a role in rapidly developing, post-metamorphic juvenile nudibranchs such as
Berghia stephanieae. To study olfactory-associated behaviors in juvenile Berghia, a
novel behavioral microfluidic chip was designed which met the requirements for a
reliable olfaction assay. Baseline motor behaviors such as general locomotion, turns,
and contractions were observed. Despite individuals being raised in the same
cohort, animal-to-animal variability was found in relation to their baseline
behaviors. Xylene cyanol, a commonly used dye in microfluidics, was found to be
aversive at a range of concentrations (0.075% - 0.025%) causing the animal to
tightly contract and turn away from the stimulus. Juveniles showed no significant
behavioral response to a 0.00125% dilution which was necessary to confirm a
constant flow in the microfluidic chip. Juveniles showed a strong preference
towards fluid that had been conditioned with their preferred food source odor, the
sea anemone Exaiptasia diaphana. This was judged to be an innate preference
because it occurred upon the first exposure of these animals to the odor. Serial
dilution of Exaiptasia conditioned seawater (ECS) uncovered a threshold for
behavioral preference of 60%. In summary, the development of this behavioral
provides an opportunity to present controlled olfactory stimuli while observing the
juvenile’s behaviors. This will allow future experiments to examine the neural
mechanisms behind both aversive and attractive stimuli and provides a method for
testing olfactory learning and memory in this species.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Olfactory cues in the environment are a driving factor behind mate and prey
choice. Since scent discrimination plays a prominent role in our world, research often
focuses on understanding the systems insects and mammals use to decode olfactory
information. This interest set up a robust understanding of how we view scent and
olfaction beginning with glomeruli and an olfactory bulb all stemming from intricate
behavioral assays. However, through the development of a new behavioral assay a
preliminary understanding of olfaction and olfactory discrimination in the juvenile
nudibranch Berghia stephanieae, an animal which we suspect lacks both glomeruli and
an olfactory bulb has been establushed. Nudibranchs rely heavily on their olfactory
organs to locate prey or conspecifics. However the mechanism behind olfactory-driven
behavior is unclear. For later work to begin investigating this mechanism, I designed a
new behavioral assay using microfluidics which allows for rapid behavioral and odor
discrimination tests and later, live recordings.

1.2 Invertebrate olfaction
Organisms across the animal kingdom rely on chemical cues in the environment
to locate prey, predators, and potential mates. Most animals perform chemoreception to
detect odors over long-distances, ultimately using these cues help drive a decision to
approach or avoid the stimulus. Understanding what odors an organism uses to locate its
prey provides insight into the animal’s olfactory system.
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Many of these animals such as mammals or insects have complex eyes to
complement their olfactory system when an odor is detected in proximity. However,
some animals detect odor cues over distances where vision does not reach, while others’
eyes are too simple to form precise and sharp images. In these cases, animals rely on their
olfactory system to detect, decode, and differentiate between an abundance of cues in
their environment. One group of animals performing such long-distance chemoreception
is the nudibranch. Researchers have sought to understand how gastropods and more
specifically nudibranchs use chemical cues in the water to navigate away or towards
stimuli such as prey, predators, or conspecifics. Furthermore, it has been hypothesized
that nudibranchs use chemical cues in their environment to navigate to shelter (Croll,
1983).
Other nudibranchs, including Tritonia diomedea, navigate towards positive
stimuli chemotactically and rely on information received by their rhinophores (Croll,
1983; Wyeth and Willows, 2006; Cummins and Degnan, 2010; Wyeth, 2019).
Nudibranchs receive input to the rhinophores in the form of volatile chemicals traveling
through the water (Murphy and Hadfield, 1997; McCullagh et al., 2014). These chemical
cues are most likely a water-soluble, polar, and low molecular weight compounds
(Tamburri et al., 1996; Breer, 2003; Hoover et al., 2012). Furthermore work has shown
the importance of both flow and intact rhinophores, indicating that both flow and at least
one intact and uninjured rhinophore is crucial for chemotaxis in some species (Wyeth et
al., 2006; McCullagh et al., 2014).
The previously mentioned work involves Y and T-maze behavioral assays with
flowing water. These assays create turbulent odor plumes and gradients, typically using
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wild caught animals. Wild animals pose several unavoidable but potentially detrimental
variables when investigating odor preference, including ingestive conditioning and early
exposure to food and predator odors at the larval stage (Avila, 1998; Hoover et al., 2012;
Penney, 2013; Kiss, 2017). Additionally, prior research has shown early exposure to prey
and conspecific odors during the larval stage in many marine invertebrates is vital for
proper neural and morphological development, something which is not required in the
nudibranch Berghia stephanieae (Santagata, 2004; Hadfield and Koehl, 2016). These
variables are unavoidable but could play a crucial role in determining what an animal is
most attracted to and how that animal decides to approach an attractive odor.
There has been a lot of work dedicated to understanding what nudibranchs will
navigate towards or away from and how those behaviors change as researchers begin
changing variables such as water flow or altering the physical condition of the animal. In
the wild a nudibranch has access to a subjectively endless supply of a variety of food
choices but often these animals are selective eaters, preferring a single food source. For
selective feeders, these animals must be able to decipher between two or more choices.
When the animal is doing this it is rapidly processing and decoding and creating a
heirachy of odors to eventually navigate wayds the preferred chemical odor cue. To begin
understanding how selective eaters discriminate odors and navigate their environment
using chemosensory cues I developed a new behavioral device which allows for
exploratory behaviors in the presence or absence of olfactory stimuli to be explored. To
accompany the development of a new behavioral device preliminary behaviors in the
presence of crude odorants were explored.
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1.2 Behavioral microfluidics
Microfludics utlizes small or micro-volumes of solution in a controlled
enviornment to easily manpluate the internal flow by capitalizing on the fluid dynamics
created in a small volume of liquid.This manipluation creates a highly responsive fluid
enviornment with a prepertual laminar flow and is a technique that has been used in both
behavioral and cellular assays.
Utilizing microfluidic technology allows for traditional 2-choice tests to be run in
a fraction of the time. Microfluidics also offers the flexibility to quickly and confidently
subject Berghia to a concentration of a food stimulus or other variable which elicits an
observable behavior such as orientation and navigation. Traditional tests seeking to
understand how an animal performs chemotaxis towards or away a volatile odor matrix
often fail in large-scale experiments as it is difficult to quantify the turbluenet oodor
plumes displaced by the large-scale fluid dynamics and animal traveling through the
plume (Luo et al., 2008). The way these odor compounds disperse into the system and
surrounding mean that, under traditional assays, each animal is subjected to a different
olfactory experience as the concentration throughout the system remains widely
unknown.
The flow within a chip allows for multiple liquids to maintain constant, laminar
flow. The hydrodynamics within a microfluidic chip allow each liquid within the device
to have a laminar flow and an associated low Reynolds numbers (Karniadakis et al.,
2005; Stone, 2007; Oglesby and Murray, 2015). Laminar flow within the chip is
controlled by the chip dimensions. The unique movement of laminar flow means the
liquids within the chip do not mix. Laminar flow allows for the concentration of an odor
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to remain constant throughout the experiment meaning each animal is subjected to the
same level of stimulus allowing for reliable, reproducible, and consistent results.
Behavioral microfluidic testing reduces labor between trials and speeds up data
acquisition. Once established, the flow created in a chip remains unchanged until
programmed to do so. Within the chip animals can be observed in real-time and their
behavior and decision-making within the enviornment can be scored as a rapid response
based on exposure or a longitudual study can be conducted under the constant conditions
created by the chip.
A microfluidic device has endless design options and is built to house several
chambers, prohibiting the animals from interacting with each other’s slime trails but
allowing the flow to remain undisturbed throughout the entire system (Gupta and Rezai,
2016). The device can also be hooked up to an automated, computer-program flow
controller which allows for the seamless transition of different stimuli to eliminate leftright biases. The flow controller allows for further automation as multiple solutions can
be loaded and programed to run smoothly; this does not require the animal to be removed
after each stimulus is applied as the device can be flushed with a blank solution to reset
the device. None of the above is done easily or quickly using traditional methods of
testing olfactory responses in nudibranchs.
The ability to smoothly transition between micro volumes of solutions and create
flows with a consistent and known concentration is particularly attractive for this research
project because we are seeking to understand what Berghia is specifically attracted to in
their food source Exaiptasia diaphana (Daly and Fautin, 2021). The discovery of an
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attractive odor and development of a working device to test juveniles lays the foundation
for further work seeking to understanding the animal’s decision-making processes.

1.3 Project scope
Berghia are easily reared in the lab and offer a unique approach to food
preference tests, allowing for odor preference tests to begin at the post-metamorphic
stage. Research outlining the post-metamorphic stages of Berghia show the precursors for
the rhinophores develop quickly and early (Kristof and Klussmann-Kolb, 2010). More
importantly, Berghia appear to be stenophagous consumers strongly preferring one
species of anemone, Exaiptasia diaphana, over other anemones such as Nematostella
vectensis and Bartholomea annulate. Unpublished data shows Berghia require both
rhinophores to be intact to successfully navigate towards prey in still water or water with
minimal flow, something that other nudibranchs are unable to do (McCullagh et al.,
2014).
The micro-sized juveniles offer an avenue to streamline and automate the
traditional Y-maze with a binary result. These traditional assays are laborious as the
apparatus is cleaned thoroughly after each trial to eliminate conspecific slime trials and
odors which can skew the results in a decision-making task. Since Berghia can reliably
navigate towards prey in still water and have a quick developing olfactory system,
including rhinophore ganglia and rhinophore buds we can investigate the animals’
interest in prey items and its decision to approach or avoid stimuli based on volatile odors
within a microfluidic environment.
Playing off the juveniles disproportionately developed rhinophore ganglia and the
highly controllable environment created in a microfluidic chip, I developed a new
6

behavioral assay to investigate juvenile Berghia stephanieae’s odor preference. The use
of a microfluidic device over behavioral T & Y mazes creates a rapid behavioral assay
with precise and reliable stimulus rather turnbulent odor plumes. The device serves as a
tool to run food choice experiments, odor preference and dosage determination tests. The
development of a reliable assay, including the development of a microfluidic chip, lays
the foundation which allows researchers to gain insight into how Berghia makes
decisions when put through a variety of different behavioral tests. The long-term goal of
the project is to understand how sensory neurons in the rhinophore ganglia work to
compute a positive stimulus such as the detection of prey.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Development and assembly of the microfluidic chip
2.1.1 Design of a behavioral microfluidic chip
The microfluidic chip was designed in AutoCAD using a 1-layer, 2D modeling
landscape. The model was printed at a true-to-size scale on legal sized white printer
paper. Later, three layers of
Scotch Magic Tape (specific
thickness; 0.038 mm, 0.75” wide)
was carefully laid onto a glass
microscope slide with the 2D
paper model visible beneath the
slide. Using a new #11 blade, the
tape was cut to match the 2D

Figure 2.1: AutoCAD 2-D modeling platform
and microfluidic chip design. The 2D design
measured 9.38 mm X 7.48 mm with 1.38 mm
arches.

model visible beneath the glass. After cutting the tape away from the model, excess glue
and debris was cleaned using 95% ethanol (EtOH). The final Scotch-Tape mold
measured 10.69 mm X 7.4 mm X 0.18 mm (Figure 2.1).

2.1.2 Pouring the microfluidic mold using polydimethylsiloxane
Sylgard 184, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer, was used to create the
final microfluidic chip. A 1:10 mixture of PDMS was made and degassed in a vacuum
chamber to remove bubbles before it was poured over the Scotch-tape mold. After the
initial degassing, the PDMS was poured over the Scotch-tape mold and degassed for an
8

additional several hours to remove all bubbles from the microfluidic chip. Removing all
bubbles is imperative so create a completely transparent mold. The mold was then cured
at 60°C for at least one hour.

2.1.3 Assembling the microfluidic set-up
The final microfluidic set-up was adapted from Lagoy and Albrecht (2015)
(Figure 2.2). Post-curing, the microfluidic chip was carefully cut away from the cured
PDMS using a new #11 scalpel. The chip was cleaned with 95% EtOH and distilled H2O
(diH2O). A 1 mm dermal punch was used to create four ports: two in-ports, one-out-port
and 1 animal port. Steel metal tubes (OD 0.041”, ID 0.016”) were inserted into the ports.
Flexible vinyl tubing (OD 0.06”, ID 0.02”) was used to attach the metal tubes and chip to
60 mL syringes containing solutions for experiments. A 4-way luer-lock stop valve was
used to control solution flow into the microfluidic chip.

9

Figure 2.2: Overview of the microfluidic chip adapted from Lagoy
and Albrecht (2015). (A-B) Cartoon style view of the set-up. A) An
overview of the entire set-up from a front facing view including recording
from the top and light illumination from the bottom. B) A zoomed in view
of the 50/50 spilt flow running left to right. (C-D) Real set-up overview.
C) A photograph of the set-up used during the experiments with recording
from the top and illumination from the bottom. D) A zoomed in view of
the microfluidic chip with flow running left to right. The in-ports, animal
port and out port is present.

2.1.4 Running the microfluidic chip
The microfluidic chip is sensitive to air bubbles being introduced into the chip
either through the environment or the system itself. To ensure air does not enter the
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device upon inserting the in-port tubes, care is taken to insert the metal tubing with liquid
flowing out. This method is known as the “drop-to-drop” method and utilizes the liquid
present in the chip from the initial backfill and liquid flowing out of the in-port tubing
(Lagoy and Albrecht, 2015). To initiate a steady flow of liquid through the chip, it was
initially back filled with artificial sea water (ASW) made from Instant Ocean to remove
any air in the device. Once the chip is properly backfilled the in-ports can be attached
using the “drop-to-drop”.
Before attaching the in-ports, the tubes were flushed with 500 μL of the reservoir
solution from each syringe to remove air bubbles in the tube. Once a flow from the
reservoirs to the end of the tube was established, the “drop-to-drop” insertion method was
used to initiate flow from the 60 mL syringes into the chip (Lagoy and Albrecht, 2015).
The drop-to-drop method was implemented whenever a new liquid, port, or animal was
introduced into the system.
The two in-ports create a spilt flow using the liquid in the 60 mL reservoirs and
the fluid dynamics within the chip, this flow pattern will later be referred to as a 50/50
flow. To view the 50/50 flow created by the in-ports on the chip, several dyes were used.
Xylene cyanol, fast green, and neutral red were prepared in ASW at a 0.1%
weight/volume stock and serially diluted to 0.01%. 15 mL of the serially diluted dye was
loaded into one 60 mL syringe while the other contained 15 mL of filtered ASW.

2.2 Animal care
Adult animals were raised in general population tanks. General population tanks
are 0.5-gallon betta fish tanks with 10 adult animals per tank. These animals are kept on a
12-hour light-dark cycle and maintained at 27 °C. Adult animals received their preferred
11

food source E. diaphana three times weekly and underwent regular water changes to
maintain a clean environment and a specific gravity of 0.021-0.023.
The adult animals mate and lay eggs regularly when maintained as outlined
above. Reproductive adults lay eggs in a spiral formation and their eggs are referred to as
“egg spirals.” Egg spirals were removed from general population tanks within 48 hours
after they were laid. Once removed from the general population tanks the egg spirals
were reared in 35 x 10 mm culture dishes at 29 °C with 0.45 µm filtered ASW. Prior to
metamorphosis 100% water changes occurred daily. Post-metamorphosis 25-75% water
changes occurred daily. When marine bacteria and parasites exceeded the growth rate of
the developing juveniles, the juvenile cohort was discarded, and the cohort was not used
in any behavioral testing.
Juveniles were no more than three weeks post-metamorphosis when they were
behaviorally tested. Animals tested ranged from approximately 500 μm to 750 μm. To
use the preferred food odor, E. diaphana, as a novel odor, the juveniles were not
introduced to anything other than filtered ASW prior to behavioral testing in the
microfluidic chip.

2.3 Loading animals into the microfluidic chip
The size of the animals and design of the chip required animals to be manually
inserted one at a time using flexible vinyl tubing and a steel-metal tube. Juvenile Berghia
were mouth-pipetted using flexible tubing from their rearing dishes into the microfluidic
chip. The animals were collected under a light microscope at 2x objective. The “drop-todrop” method was used to transfer animals into the chip. To dislodge animals from the
flexible tubing used for transfer, a light, constant blowing force was applied.
12

2.4 Chemical and stimulus preparation
2.4.1 Neutral stimulus and visual aid chemical preparation
Xylene cyanol is a dark blue liquid dye commonly used in behavioral
microfluidics and to visualize flow in microfluidic chips (Lagoy and Albrecht, 2015;
Tran and Albrecht, 2015; Zoheir et al., 2021). Xylene cyanol (0.1% stock) was prepared
using filtered ASW (1.021-1.023 specific gravity) at room temperature. For experiments,
xylene cyanol was further diluted with filtered ASW and used at concentrations ranging
from 0.075% to 0.00125%.

2.4.2 Odor testing with Exaiptasia diaphana conditioned seawater
To test juvenile Berghia’s odor preference towards their preferred odor, their food
source, E. diaphana, was isolated 24 hours prior to testing in 0.45 µm filtered ASW. To
make E. diaphana conditioned seawater (ECS), five healthy, large, and richly colored
anemones were added to 100 mL of fresh filtered ASW and allowed to sit, covered for 24
hours at room temperature. After 24 hours, 15 mL of the water was removed from the
container using a 0.45 µm syringe filter which removed any solid debris given off by E.
diaphana. This initial incubation and filtration process was considered the stock ECS.
The incubation and filtration process was utilized 24 hours prior to any behavioral
experiment that required ECS or an ECS dilution.
The ECS was later loaded into one solution syringe while the other syringe
contained filtered ASW. To eliminate the possibility of a left-right bias, the solution
syringe contents alternated between trials.
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2.4.3 Serial dilution of Exaiptasia diaphana concentration
To determine the olfactory response threshold in early stage 1 juveniles, ECS was
diluted in 10% increments using filtered ASW. This method was used until a minimum
response threshold was detected and behavioral testing followed previously mentioned
methods.

2.5 Observations and data analysis
Once in the device the animals were allowed to acclimate for 3-5 minutes before
testing began. After their acclimation period, the test solution was turned on and
recording began. The juveniles were recorded at 30 fps using a Dino-Lite 5MP Edge
model AM7915MZTL microscope camera. Each behavioral test lasted between 15 and
60 minutes and ended when the animal was dislodged from the chip due to flow or the
duration of the specified experiment ended.
The videos were edited and trimmed to the experimental testing window using
Apple’s iMovie. To obtain the animals’ trajectory each video was analyzed using a
trained featureless network in DeepLabCut (DLC) (Mathis et al., 2018). Experiments
with 1 animal were trained in DLC version 2.0.8 and later experiments containing
multiple animals were trained in 1 extensive network using DLC version 2.2 using the
“multi-animal network” training tool. To create a trained network for the juveniles
several different applications were used in conjunction with DLC. DLC requires both
Jupyter Notebooks and Python to run properly, these applications were supported using
an Anaconda notebook and a MacBook Terminal session. Later analysis and video
labeling in DLC was supported through an online GPU system in Google Collaboratory.
Using Google Collaboratory, coordinates from DLC-analyzed videos were extracted and
14

downloaded. DLC training networks were trained for 100,000+ iterations to obtain a
pixel error level below 5 pixels per training and evaluation network.
Subsequently, each juvenile’s coordinates were analyzed in R primarily using the
TrajR package to obtain a trajectory visual and speed profile (McLean and Skowron
Volponi, 2018). Graphs, plots and other R derived figures were formatted using the car
and ggplot2 packages (Fox, John & Weisberg, 2011; Wickham, 2016). In R, the
coordinates were filtered for their tracking confidence, only coordinates with a 95%
confidence were used by the TrajR package.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

3.1 Introducing the stage 1 juvenile
Berghia stephanieae goes through three distinct development phases: premetamorphic larvae (Figure 3.1A,B), post-metamorphic juvenile (Figure 3.1C), and
reproductive adult (Figure 3.1D). The juvenile stage consists of six sub-levels of
development, which are tracked by the appearance and approximate size of the juvenile
including the number of body appendages or cereta they have (Whitesel, 2021).

Figure 3.1: Three broad development stages of Berghia stephanieae. A) The premetamorphic veliger develops in a hard shell and egg casing within an egg spiral with its
entire cohort. B) Close-up egg spiral with both eggs and veligers in hard shells present. C)
Post-metamorphic juveniles emerge from their shell, egg, and spiral and take on a worm-like
body shape. D) The reproductive adult takes on a set of developed oral tentacles, rhinophores
and several sets of cerata. Scale bar is 50 µm.
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Stage 1 of juvenile development runs for roughly 1 week immediately following
metamorphosis when the leave their hard shell (Figure 3.1A - C). The animals range in
length from 500-750 µm and are less then 100 microns tall. Stage 1 juveniles lack fully
developed oral tentacles, rhinophores, and cerata, which are clearly visble features of the
adult (Figure 3.1D). Stage 1 juvenile are an ideal
size and shape for microfludics as they easily fit
into the micro-size requirements to maintain
proper movement and fluid flow over the course
of an experiment.
Furthermore, stage 1 juvenile mantle
tissue is completely transparent, leaving the
brain, eyes, and digestive system visible under a
simple light microscope (Figure 3.2). Stage 1
animals possess sensory cilia on their rostrum
(Figure 3.2). Additionally, the use of stage 1
animals was crucial to the success of the
experiments since they could survive and
develop normally without food and were small
enough to freely move throughout the
microfluidic chip.
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Figure 3.2: Stage 1 juvenile under
a light microscope. At stage 1 the
mantle tissue is transparent and
sensory cilia, the eyes and
cerebropleural ganglia are visible.
Scale bar is 50 µm.

3.2 Testing adult Berghia’s ability solely detect Exaiptasia diaphana conditioned
seawater
Previous studies in the Katz lab on Berghia olfaction and choice studies used a
physical food object showing they could reliably navigate towards their food source
object. It was unclear if Berghia could reliably navigate towards a food odor or odor
plume relying only on food odor rather than a physical food object giving off fresh and
continuous odor cues. To test whether Berghia were able to detect and navigate towards
food odor a pilot study was performed using adult Berghia and an ECS-IV drip system in
a standard T-maze (Figure 3.3A - B). To establish the odor gradient in still water a slowIV drip system was set-up with an odor drip and control ASW drip in respective T-arms.
An ECS gradient was established in one arm after seven minutes (Figure 3.3A). Each trial
ran for 15 minutes, the animal’s choice was marked when the oral tentacles crossed the
T-zone.

Figure 3.3: T-maze of adult olfaction behavioral assay (T-maze). A) Exaiptasia
diaphana conditioned water (ECS) gradient established after 10 minutes using red and
blue food dye as a visualization tool. B) Adult Berghia (red box) in the left (ECS) arm
after making a two-choice decision without the presence of a food object.
In total, 71.4% of the animals navigated to the ECS arm (n=7). The adult animals
were able to successfully navigate the odor gradient regardless of the arm the ECS was
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on. The results of this experiment confirmed Berghia do not require a physical food
source present to perform chemotaxis. Given successful odor navigation in adults, a
microfluidic device built for juvenile animals was developed.

3.3 Basal behaviors observed in the microfluidic chip
When observed in the device juveniles exhibited a simple set of behaviors
including traveling at a non-constant speed, turning maneuvers, and contracting. Upon
placement in the chip, juveniles often began moving about their environment
immediately. Visual observations indicated animals demonstrated three main movement
tactics – remaining relatively stationary over the course of the experiment (Figure 3.4A),
locomoting over part of the arena (Figure 3.4B), or traveling throughout the entire area of
the arena (Figure 3.4C). When moving, animals were able to travel at a range of speeds
resulting in a non-constant velocity and rarely came to a complete stop (Figure 3.5A).
Animals spent most of their time traveling between just above 0.0 mm/sec and 0.5
mm/sec resulting in a median speed of 0.035 mm/sec and 95% of their speeds under 0.11
mm/sec (Figure 3.5B). However, animals demonstrated the ability to travel faster than 0.5
mm/sec with more than 14000 instantaneous time points tracked above 0.5 mm/sec
across 10 animals, equating to the last 5% of the time points. Of the 14000 time points
above 0.5 mm/sec, only about 200 of them were above 1 mm/sec again confirming their
ability to travel at a range of speeds in short bouts.
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Figure 3.4: Visualizing variability in moving tactics from stage 1 juveniles within
one cohort through hand-drawn trajectories. A) Animals with self-restricted travel
moved within a small region of the chip. B) Some animals never traveled to certain
areas of the chip, often self-restricting themselves to < ½ of the chip. C) Animals with
no self-restricted movement traveled the entire area of the chip and showed convoluted
paths.
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Figure 3.5: Distributions of low-speeds across the tested population. A) Histogram
visualizing the distribution of speeds from 0.0-0.3 mm/sec using a bin width of 0.0015
mm/sec. B) Cumulative histogram visualizing the median speed juveniles traveled at
(0.035 mm/sec) and the 95th percentile juveniles traveled at (0.11 mm/sec). A long tail
along the 100% asymptote boundary demonstrates the ability to infrequently travel at
speeds greater than 0.11 mm/sec and above.
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When looking at single animal speed profiles the rarity of fast travel is
exemplified (Figure 3.6 B-E). For example, the maximum instantaneous velocity tracked
in an animal was 1.95 mm/sec and the slowest speed of locomotion was tracked near
zero. A high activty animal traveled throughout most of the arena and showed
approximately 5 bouts of activity above 1.0 mm/sec (Figure 3.6 A-i,ii). Within the
population of animals, animals traveling throughout most of the arena often
demonstrated the most variability in their speeds when compared to an animal that
remained in a small region of the arena (Figure 3.6 C-E). For example, the low-activity
animal traveling in less than 50% of its arena and showed only 1 bout of activity above
1.0 mm/sec (Figure 3.6 B-i,ii). In scenarios with both high and low-activity animals their
ability to travel at a range of non-constant speeds is confirmed when looking at their
acceleration profiles, again supporting population data showing a continuous distrubution
of speeds (Figure A-iii, B-iii).
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Figure 3.6: Comparing and visualizing trajectories and travel speeds in high and
low-activity juveniles. A-i) The high-activity juvenile travels throughout most of the
device starting at the green point and moving towards the red point. A-ii) The highactivity juvenile traveled in short bouts of activity but maintains a distribution of lower
speeds based on an instantaneous velocity plot. A-iii) High-activity animals can regulate
their speed and non-constant speeds are seen in their acceleration plot. B-i) The lowactivity juvenile travels throughout a small portion of the device starting at the green
point and moving towards the red point. B-ii) The low-activity juvenile traveled in short
bouts of activity but maintains a distribution of lower speeds based on an instantaneous
velocity plot. A-iii) Low-activity animals can regulate their speed and non-constant
speeds are seen in their acceleration plot.
While moving, animals made a variety of different turns with varying arcs and
body contractions, both of which were often used to change direction. Throughout the
course of any given experiment the animal turned regularly and often at different turning
angles ranging from wide turns and sharp turns (Figure 3.7). Turns during observation
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periods resulted in a new heading direction and were seen in the animal’s end trajectory
(Figure 3.7). In addition, wide turns took longer to exucute than sharp turns with wide
turns sometimes taking 39 seconds and sharp turns only taking 25 seconds to exucute.
The animal also contracted its body, which had two observable effects – slowing the
animal down and changing direction. Body contractions were highly variable in size but
clearly visible regardless of how pronounced the behavior was (Figure 3.7Biii). Again,
contraction was often followed with a turn and the heading direction change (Figure
3.7B). The three behaviors described above make up the stage 1 juvenile’s basic set of
locomotion behaviors and are easily observed while the animal is interacting with its
environment.

Figure 3.7: Juveniles execute wide and sharp turns at different rates. A) Juvenile
utilizing a wide turning angle strategy to change direction over the course of 39 seconds.
B) Juvenile utilizing a sharp turning angle strategy to change direction over the course
of 25 seconds. Scale bar is 500 µm.
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3.3 Finding a neutral stimulus to act as a visual aid for flow confirmation
Visualizing the laminar flow within the microfluidic chip requires one solution to
be dyed with a neutral chemical. Two different colored solutions flowing through the
device allows the researcher to confirm that the flow is steady and consistent with
minimal or no diffusion into the other side. Xylene cyanol is a commonly used blue
neutral chemical for C. elegans and microfluidic experiments, acting both as a neutral
chemical and flow confirmation tool (Lagoy and Albrecht, 2015; Tran and Albrecht,
2015; Zoheir et al., 2021).

Figure 3.8: Microfluidic chip with a constant, laminar flow creating a binary choice
for three juveniles. 0.025% xylene cyanol flow on the bottom and an ASW flow on the
top 50%. Laminar flow is indicated by no visual diffusion or mixing of the sides at the
boundary. Three juveniles (green ovals) are located on the ASW portion of the chip.
Scale bar is 500 µm.
The microfluidic device developed for juvenile Berghia consists of two separate
flows (Figure 3.8). Xylene cyanol was used in accordance with prior literature to confirm
flow over the course of the experiments (Figure 3.9). However, when concentrations
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ranging from 0.075% - 0.025% were used, animals displayed a set of behaviors that
deviated from their baseline movements and suggested the solution was aversive.

Figure 3.9: Time course of device running with an undisrupted flow indicating
consistent and prolonged laminar flow. A) Border and flow immediately after flow
was initiated (hour 0). 0.00125% xylene cyanol flow is on the bottom and ASW control
is on the top. The boundary is in the middle of the device and is distinguished by a change
in shade. Flow is from left to right. B) Border and flow at the end of an experiment (hour
1). 0.00125% xylene cyanol flow is on the bottom and ASW control is on the top. The
boundary is in the middle of the device and is distinguished by a change in shade. Flow
is from left to right. Scale bar is 500 µm.
3.4 Behavioral responses to xylene cyanol ranging from 0.075% - 0.00125%
Juveniles’ aversion towards xylene cyanol was marked by tight contraction at the
two-flow boundary followed by an abrupt turn away from the solution (Figure 3.10).
Animals appeared to approach, touch, contract, and turn away from the xylene cyanol
border at all dilutions (0.075-0.025%).

Figure 3.10: Juveniles aversion to xylene cyanol is marked by a consistent
contraction at the flow boundary. A i-iv) Two juveniles approached a 0.075% xylene
cyanol boundary, touched it, contracted, and turned around.
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Many times throughout the experiment, animals would approach the border
without immersing themselves in the opposite side. Juveniles’ interaction with the
boundary was quantified across all trials and for each xylene cyanol concentration
(Figure 3.11). The lowest concentration of xylene cyanol tested, 0.00125%, had the
lowest interaction average but unlike other concentrations, animals readily and fully
immersed themselves in the solution and spent a significant portion of their trial time
fully immersed and traveling throughout the dilute xylene cyanol side.
There were times when the animal fully immersed itself in higher concentrations
of xylene cyanol for short periods of time. During the trials no animal spent more than
7% of their total trial time in aversive range of xylene cyanol (Figure 3.12). When the
animal fully submerged itself in 0.075% xylene cyanol, the juvenile died, indicating that
0.075% xylene cyanol is a lethal concentration upon prolonged exposure. Death resulted
in the animal unlatching itself from the bottom on the arena and being washed out the
out-port. On average juveniles only spent 6.9% of their time either in or interacting with
0.075% xylene cyanol solution (Figure 3.12). At lower concentrations (0.05% & 0.025%)
xylene cyanol was not lethal but animals did not spend a significant portion of the
experiment submerged in xylene cyanol.
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Figure 3.11: Number of interactions juveniles made at the flow boundary for in
varying xylene cyanol concentrations. Strip chart indicates from left to right 0.075%
(n=4), 0.05% (n=5), 0.025% (n=3) and 0.00125% (n=14) xylene cyanol environments
and the number of times all juveniles per trial encountered the xylene cyanol/ASW
boundary. Red points and line indicate average interactions per condition.
As xylene cyanol concentrations decreased from 0.075% to 0.05% juveniles on
average juveniles spent 0.26% of their time interacting with 0.05% xylene cyanol which
is a 6.64% decrease compared to a 0.075% xylene cyanol (Figure 13). Finally, 0.025%
xylene cyanol was tested. Based on observation this concentration was still aversive but,
animals submerged themselves in solution more frequently in comparison to higher
concentrations. Still, juveniles only spent 2.8% of the experiment either in or interacting
with stimulus, a 4.1% decrease from the lethal 0.075% xylene cyanol and a 2.54%
increase from 0.05% xylene cyanol (Figure 3.12). In addition to aversive behaviors such
as contraction and turning away from the border animals also clearly showed an aversion
or hesitancy to immerse themselves in 0.075% xylene cyanol.
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Figure 3.12: Quantifying the proportion of time juveniles spent traveling in either
side of the chip when varying xylene cyanol concentrations were used. Strip chart
indicates from left to right 0.075% (n=4), 0.05% (n=5), 0.025% (n=3) and 0.00125%
(n=14) xylene cyanol environments and the amount of time each juvenile spent
interacting with or submerged in the either side. Red points and line indicate the average
proportion of time per arena condition across all conditions and trials.
In one experiment, the flow pattern was purposely deviated from the 50:50 spilt,
and the animal was tracked. The flow pattern allowed the animal to travel the length of
the device and interact with a xylene cyanol border from multiple sides of the arena
(Figure 3.13A). While the flow was turned on, the animal approached the border several
times but never fully submerged itself in the stimulus (Figure 3.13B). However, when the
flow was turned off, the animal immediately crossed to the other side of arena (Figure
3.13B).
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The minimum concentration to
visualize the flow was 0.00125%
xylene cyanol. Juveniles were tested
in 0.00125% xylene cyanol and after
testing it was confirmed that
0.00125% xylene cyanol acted as a
neutral stimulus allowing for flow
visualization and normal baseline
juvenile behaviors (Figure 3.14).
Trajectories of animals in the
neutral concentration show the
animals traveling freely, with some
animals traveling throughout the
entire chip, some traveling only a
portion of the device and some
moving very little throughout the

Figure 3.13. Unique flow brought out
interesting juvenile behaviors. A) Overview
of the chip in real-time showed a unique flow
pattern allowing the animal to travel around the
dark grey area. Flow is moving left to right. B)
Trajectory is shown in dark red while the blue
flow was turned on. Dark red trajectory shows
the juvenile interacting with the boundary
several times over the course of the experiment.
When the flow was turned on the juvenile’s
trajectory changed and is shown in bright pink.
Scale bar indicates 500 µm.

device, a behavior like preliminary
studies (Figure 3.14). In fact, all 11 animals that traveled in the experiment spent at least
12% of their time on the dilute xylene cyanol side, something which was never seen in
higher concentration experiments. One animal spent 92% of its time traveling on the
dilute xylene cyanol side (Figure 3.12). However, on average animals spent 45% of their
time either in or interacting with the 0.00125% flow side, a notable difference when
compared to previous xylene cyanol trials at higher concentrations (Figure 3.12).
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Interestingly, when a juvenile began a trial on the xylene cyanol half, the animal tended
to spend more than 50% of its time traveling on xylene cyanol half of the arena (Figure
3.12).

Figure 3.14: Juveniles’ trajectories in 0.00125% xylene cyanol (top) and ASW
(bottom). Post tracking data from fourteen juveniles shows extreme variability in paths
traveled. Each different colored trajectory indicates a separate animal’s path over the
course of an experiment. The flow in the above experiments was left to right.
Additionally, juveniles showed no aversive behaviors such as contracting and
turning away from the xylene cyanol flow border (Figure 3.15A-D). Animals showed
similar average max and minimum speeds at 1.45 mm/sec and 0.001 mm/sec,
respectively. The variability in animal trajectories, lack of contraction at the border and
speeds of animals at 0.00125% xylene cyanol followed similar patterns seen in original
control experiments. These behaviors, in combination with behaviors seen in animals
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tested at higher concentrations indicated that 0.00125% xylene cyanol was a neutral
stimulus and was used for later experiments.

Figure 3.15: Juveniles showed no aversive behavior at the 0.00125% xylene cyanol
border. As the juvenile travels downward towards the boundary it exhibits no adverse
effects as it submerges itself in the dilute xylene cyanol. The dark blue line indicates the
flow boundary with ASW on the top and 0.00125% xylene cyanol on the bottom. The
flow was from left to right. Scale bar is 500 µm
3.5 Behavioral responses to Exaiptasia diaphana conditioned water
Unpublished research in the Katz lab found that adult Berghia show a strong
preference towards their food source E. diaphana, often refusing to eat other types of
anemones even when starved for prolonged periods of time. It was also discovered that
adult Berghia navigate towards their preferred food source odor without the presence of a
food object.
Juvenile Berghia were raised in an environment free of food odors before
behavioral tests were conducted. When stage 1 juveniles were introduced to an
environment containing an ASW control flow and ECS juveniles showed a strong
behavioral preference towards the flow containing the ECS. This result demonstrates that
Berghia’s preference for E. diaphana is an innate preference and does not require prior
exposure to E. diaphana odor to establish a strong, observable preference.
Initial observations showed juveniles had an immediate bias towards the ECS.
When interacting with ECS, juveniles’ behavior opposed their aversive behaviors. Rather
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than turning away from the xylene cyanol border when approached, juveniles contracted
and turned away from control ASW side turning back into the ECS flow (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16: Time-stamped sequence of juvenile navigating ECS (top) and neutral
(bottom) environment indicating preference. A-D) Over the course of 15 seconds a
juvenile navigated its environment exploring both sides with an abrupt turn at the flow
boundary. The blue line indicates the flow boundary with 0.00125% xylene cyanol on
the bottom of each figure. The scale bar indicates 500 μm.

Animals spent about ¾ of their time on the ECS side (Figure 3.17). Juveniles
decreased their speed when interacting with the ECS side in comparison to the control
side. Based on observations animals appeared to slow down upon submerging themselves
into the ECS flow and accelerate when entering the control side. It was not uncommon to
observe animals almost coming to a complete stop upon entering the ECS flow. Juveniles
were also observed traveling in straight lines at the boundary of the two flows, this was a
behavior not observed in aversive stimulus experiments. Juveniles also exhibited a “headturning” or sinusoidal movement when traveling throughout the ECS.
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Figure 3.17: Average proportion of time juveniles spent traveling in ECS
concentrations. Strip chart indicates from left to right 100% ECS (n= 17), 90 % ECS
(n=3), 80% ECS (n=5), 70% ECS (n=6), 60% ECS (n=7) and 0% ECS (n=14)
environments and the amount of time each juvenile spent interacting with or submerged
in ECS.
3.6 Odor response threshold
Juveniles showed a strong innate preference towards stock ECS despite lacking
fully developed chemosensory organs. We tested the odor response threshold, by
presenting increasing dilutions of stock ECS. A preference and response threshold
towards ECS occurred between the 60% and 70% ECS. Preference was marked in an
identical manner to the previous experiments. At the 90% ECS Berghia also showed a
contraction and turn away from the ASW border, something which was consistent in
stock ECS odor trials.
Juveniles spend ¾ of their time interacting with the 90% ECS flow confirming a
detection response and bias towards 90% ECS (Figure 3.17). Animals also approached
the border an average of 5 times per trial which is in line with what was observed in
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100% odor trials (Figure 3.18). The successful response to a 10% odor dilution brought
upon subsequent experiments at an 80:20 food odor: ASW mix. Again, animals were had
preferential responses to 80% ECS and showed a bias to the odor flow. Animals showed
a nearly identical preference when compared to 100% and 90% ECS (Figure 3.17).
However, animals showed more variation in the proportion of time they spent on either
side of the chip (Figure 3.17). Even though animals spent a similar amount of time in
either side of the arena when compared to 100% and 90% trials animal interacted with
the border an average of 3 times per trial showing animals spent more overall time
submerged in ECS rather than touching and turning away from the boundary (Figure
3.18).

Figure 3.18: Number of interactions with the boundary flow between varying
ECS concentrations. Strip chart indicates from left to right 100% ECS (n= 17), 90
% ECS (n=3), 80% ECS (n=5), 70% ECS (n=6), 60% ECS (n=7) and 0% ECS (n=14)
environments and the amount of time each juvenile spent interacting with the
ECS/neutral control boundary. Average interactions is marked in red.
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Next, a 70:30 ECS mix was tested as well. Animals showed an extreme
preference to 70% ECS with each animal spending almost the entire experiment on the
odor side (Figure 3.17). However, it is important to note that many animals in the trial
never encountered the border during their travel. Finally, a 60:40 ECS: ASW mix was
tested, and animals showed no observable attractive behaviors freely traveling between
the two sides with no body contraction at the border. Averaging the proportion of time
animals spent on 60% ECS versus the control side resulted in at and below chance (50%)
levels (Figure 3.17). Results from the 60:40 ECS testing also showed variability between
the animals indicating a key baseline behavior described previously.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

4.1 Conclusion
A very simple chip design was established and is backed by a strong proof of
concept. Over 150 trials were run in the chip and the behavior of each juvenile and flow
pattern was examined in real-time and through an extensively trained network in DLC.
The device and the associated set-up outlined in chapter 2 creates a consistent laminar
flow resulting in an expected pattern creating a predicable environment to subject
Berghia to. Moreover, the outlined set-up is easily manipulated to the users’
specifications. Experimenters can change the number of animals being tested at one time,
the solutions used, and the speed and shape of the flow is easily changed by opening and
closing valves or changing the volume of solution in each test syringe.

4.1.2 Design of the microfluidic chip
The device developed above allows the animal to freely explore their environment
within two dimensions which revealed previously undocumented juvenile behaviors
including their locomotion and exploration patterns and how they interact with both
aversive and attractive stimuli. Prior to this study, it was known that adult Berghia
actively explored their environment and had a convoluted trajectory in the absence of
either visual or olfactory stimuli. When this presumption was applied to juvenile Berghia
they exhibited similar behaviors, unveiling behaviors which are constant between the
juvenile and adult stages despite a rapidly changing and developing CNS and presumably
PNS.
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This chip was developed to explore juvenile Berghia’s behavioral response to
various odors in their environment. The size of this chip meets the requirement to
maintain a consistent and laminar flow resulting in precise and responsive stimulus
application. However, now that a baseline set of behaviors have been observed and
quantified in the stage 1 juvenile high throughout assays can be developed to rapidly
subject the juveniles to a variety of conditions.
Microfluidic chips can be developed at a variety of sizes to meet your research
goal. Often work involving preliminary or exploratory behaviors utilizes a larger chip
holding a few hundred microliters of liquid. The design and size of this chip was based
off previous variations of chips brought to our research group and stemmed from
olfaction-exploration chips used for C. elegans. Prior work in C. elegans locomotion
demonstrated success using larger microfluidic chips for behavioral assays (Park et al.,
2008). The final design of the chip used on Berghia could have ultimately been scaled
down and still been sufficient to examine their locomotion. In retrospect a smaller chip
would have addressed behavioral assumptions taken from the adults.
The chip was designed so juveniles, like their adult counterparts, could actively
and reliably explore the entire arena. However, once testing began, we saw variability in
the animals travel with some animals never encountering the other half of the arena and
never interacting with the second flow solution. Apart from the length and width
changing the height needs to be remain unchanged to keep the precise flow requirements.
Casual findings revealed that animals beyond stage 1 were unable to properly move
throughout the device due to increased height from budding rhinophores and oral
tentacles.
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4.1.3 Stage 1 motor behaviors
Prior to these experiments the juveniles were never studied or observed for any
baseline behaviors in our lab. The lack of preexisting knowledge on juvenile behavior
required the animals to be scored for a baseline set of motor behaviors prior to any
experimentation. This was a crucial step to understanding how the juvenile interacts with
its baseline environment and later when various stimuli were presented.
Previous research regarding olfaction tended to focus on either larval or adult
nudibranchs often skimming over the importance of olfactory stimuli in juveniles and
how their behavior is influenced by their surrounding environment. Juveniles used in my
study were reared in an food-odorless environment from the early veliger stage, they
developed as expected with no obvious signs of developmental impairment. This result
confirmed that, unlike other nudibranch larvae, Berghia larvae do not require settlement
cues to develop properly. However, the behaviors between juvenile Berghia and the
nudibranch larvae of Phestilla sibogae and Onchidoris bilamellata were similar (Hadfield
and Koehl, 2016; Chia and Koss 1988).
P. sibogae and O. bilamellata are nudibranchs that require settlement cues at the
larval stage to ensure proper metamorphosis. These settlement cues are typically prey
odor that has been dissolved into the surrounding forming intricate odor plumes and
filaments. In a study conducted by Hadfield and Koehl they discovered that P. sibogae
larvae stopped swimming in the presence of prey odor (2016). In addition to locomotion
differences, O. bilamellata exhibits pedal contraction when introduced to water with its
adult prey item odor (Chia and Koss, 1988). Both behaviors were observed in postmetamorphic stage 1 juveniles, thus connecting the importance of innate prey preference.
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The discovery of innate prey preferences can be applied to understand how Berghia may
locate conspefics or predators in their environment.
Results from DLC showed juveniles’ ability to locomote at a range of speeds
rather than being restricted to a set of speeds. Both nudibranch larvae and adult
nudibranchs possess the ability to travel at a range of speeds and control their speed
which is seen in their ability to travel at a continuous distribution of speeds. In addition to
nudibranch larvae regulating their speed in response to odor cues, C. elegans are also able
to regulate their speed within a microfluidic device based on odor cues (Albrecht and
Bargmann, 2011). Future studies examining post-metamorhpic speed profiles in response
to varying chemical environments are needed.
Adult nudibranchs can reliably orient and navigate a complex odor plume with
little trouble. While the microfluidic device avoids the formation of odor plumes by
creating a laminar flow juvenile Berghia were observed traveling in straight, direct paths
through ECS. Similarly, adult Tritonia readily orient and navigate into and up the
concentration gradient within a prey odor plume with precision and accuracy (Wyeth et
al., 2006). Following juveniles aversive behaviors marked by an abrupt turn and change
in heading direction, Tritonia also exhibited similar behaviors when introduced to
predator odor cues within a plume (Wyeth et al., 2006). In conclusion, the connections
between larvae, juvenile and adult nudibranch behavior may provide insight into
conserved neural mechanisms underlying olfactory guided behaviors despite the rapid
changes taking place in the CNS and PNS between the developmental stages.
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4.1.1 Future directions
The overarching goal within our research group and fellow collaborators is to
understand Berghia’s behaviors at a neural level. In other words, understanding the
neurons responsible for driving behaviors such as olfactory navigation or decision
making is a major goal within our group. However, this is a complicated goal to achieve
in the adult animals because often this neural mechanism work requires their brains to be
fixed and dissected meaning the intimate relationship between the behavior, PNS, and
CNS cannot be studied in the living animal.
Conducting behavioral and neural network research in living organisms has been
done for decades in both invertebrates and vertebrates alike. Rodents are often subjected
to behavioral tasks while electrodes or other recording devices are implanted in the brain
giving researchers detailed insight into the mechanisms at work (Takahashi et al., 2005).
Likewise, transgenic lines such as Danio rerio and C. elegans has allowed researchers to
decode very accurate and complex neural circuits surrounding both neural development
and olfaction (Wan et al., 2020; Lagoy and Albrecht, 2015).
Once again, the juvenile stage offers an avenue to explore the neural mechanism
behind these behaviors with its unique mantle tissue. At the juvenile stage, the animal’s
mantle tissue is completely transparent, allowing the brain, eyes, statocysts and digestive
system to be completely visible under a simple light microscope or microscope camera
(Figure 3.2). This unique structure allows the for behavioral experiments, such as the
experiments discussed in this paper, to be conducted while the brain of the animal is
visible, and the animal is exploring its testing environment.
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With confirmation that E. pallida is an innate preference in Berghia the next
experiments begin to offer insight into how these animals utilize odor cues, including
prey cues to make decisions. Olfactory learning and olfactory conditioning are heavily
studied areas in C. elegans and vertebrates. Olfactory learning paradigms set-up a robust
way to understand olfaction mechanisms and how these mechanisms and the animal’s
behavior can be influenced and changed overtime. Researchers have been able to unveil
neurons responsible for dictating aversive and attractive olfaction responses in C. elegans
(Gray et al., 2005). This work laid the foundation for deeper olfactory studies in C.
elegans setting a precedent for experimentally rich learning paradigms using both wild
type and transgenic lines, microfluidics and conditional learning based on both neutral
and aversive chemicals (Tsunozaki et al., 2008; Ha et al., 2010). Moving forward to
juvenile Berghia, we now have a set of aversive, neutral, and innately attractive odorants
which can be paired together to create one of the first olfactory learning paradigms using
microfluidics for juvenile Berghia.
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